The Ugly TLuth About the Government's War On Drugs
And How it Threatens America's Men and Women
Revealed by a group of former government agents
and former drug traffickers.

...

Drugging America:
A Trojan Horse
Discover:
Why drug smuggling has not been reduced despite the
billions of dollars spent.
The truth about drug smuggling by the CIA, DEA and U.S.
military, in collaboration with foreign drug lords and domestic
crime groups.
The covernp of these criminal and subversive activities by
members of Congress, the Justice Department, federal
judges, and much of the broadcast and print media.
Drug money going to both political &ties, gvinp
Deniocrats and Republicans reason to continue the status quo,
and White House in\rol\.enient in drug crimes.
The role played by the FBI and other divisions of the
Justice Department, members of Congress,
and federal
judges, in aiding and abetting these criminal activities.
That simultaneous with drugging America, an army of government informants, government agents, and prosecutors prey upon America's men and women, often fraudulently
charging them with drug-related offenses, often using known perjured testin~ony.
New drug smuggling areas and political involvement kept from the public.
How to minimize the chances of being falsely charged with a drug offense (despite your
innocence) and being sent to prison-maybe for life.
Actual stories of people operating secret CIA airlines and financial operations, pilots flying drugs for the CIA who were house guests of Colombian d n ~ glords.
Icead about Justice Department protection of major drug organizations while prosecuting government agents to block the exposure.
The grave implications for America and Americans of these criminal and subversive acts.
Learn what you can do to repeal mandatory minimum sentences, bring about the release
of many men and women grossly overcharged, and how you can expose the real criminals in the
drug business-the CIA and its allies throughout government.
No conspiracy theories; just the facts, as dozens of insiders reveal.
Written by a former federal investigator Rodney Stich, author of three editions of
Dcfiguding America and Unjkenllly Skies.
Two prior books were considered for television series.
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